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PRODUCT EXAMPLE
BLUEBERRY
PROTEIN DRINK
Kelly works for a company that makes fruit concentrates. She is asked to formulate a whey
protein drink using a blueberry concentrate. Kelly would like to do the following:






Create a blueberry concentrate ingredient with 20% moisture based on the original
blueberry composition.
Create a blueberry nutrient drink with 1% protein and a sweetness value of 9%.
Determine formula cost.
Create a nutrition facts panel and ingredient list.
Save the formula to the formula file.

Create Blueberry Concentrate Ingredient
First she needs to determine the composition and nutrition information for the concentrate. Kelly
uses TechWizard™ to reduce the moisture content of the blueberries to 20 % moisture which
becomes the blueberry concentrate ingredient.

In the window shown on the
left, Kelly selects the
ingredient to concentrate (A),
enters the desired total solids
value (B), and clicks the
Calculate button (C). The
modified composition is
displayed (D) which allows
Kelly to review the data for the
concentrate. She clicks the
Create New button (E) and
her new concentrated
blueberry ingredient is added
to the ingredient file and ready
to be used to build formulas.
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Create Recipe
To create the protein drink, Kelly enters the ingredients (F) and the properties specifying that
she wants a protein content of 1% and a sweetness of 9% (G). TechWizard™ automatically
creates the desired recipe (H) for the product. In other words, TechWizard™ determines the
blend of ingredients necessary to meet Kelly’s needs. Kelly reviews the formula and cost of the
formula (I results are available per Kg or per Lb.).

If she is not satisfied, she can include other candidate ingredients and TechWizard™ will
determine if a less expensive formula is possible.
Create Report
Kelly creates a nutrition facts panel and ingredient list for this
version of her prototype formula. She saves this version of her
formula to a TechWizard™ formula file. She can retrieve it later
and make further changes as needed.
Versatility
TechWizard™ is a very versatile tool. Kelly was able to do all
these tasks in just a few minutes. She could do many more. For
example, she could prepare a test kitchen batch sheet or
determine the raw ingredient costs associated with making a
production batch. She could make this new formula an ingredient
and use it in another formula. She could print a variety of reports
or she could export formula information to another software
program.
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